ADVISING COMMUNITY ON APPRECIATIVE ADVISING

**Community description:** This community identifies and addresses issues pertaining to the theory-to-practice framework of Appreciative Advising. This community's focus is to connect members around the world using appreciative advising in multiple capacities. It provides a space in which to share and explore the successes and challenges of incorporating this method into different structures. It is a place where we can come together to connect and engage in the contribution of scholarly work. No matter what stage you are at in your Appreciative Advising journey, this community is here for you.

**Two things you need to know about working effectively with Appreciative Advising**

- Appreciative Advising is a framework for delivering high quality advising services. This allows advisors to adapt the framework to meet their needs and those of their students.
- The focus of Appreciative Advising involves building trusting relationships with students, peers, and faculty. We build those relationships by asking generative, open-ended questions and carefully listening to the answers and stories.

For more information check out our webpage at:  
[https://www.nacada.ksu.edu/Community/Advising-Communities/Appreciative-Advising.aspx](https://www.nacada.ksu.edu/Community/Advising-Communities/Appreciative-Advising.aspx)